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INTRODUCTION 
A well-known result in the theory of associative algebras with polynomial 
identities (P.I. algebras) isKaplansky’s Theorem, which states that aprimitive 
algebra satisfying a P. I. is finite dimensional over its center. This result is 
proved by means of the Jacobson Density Theorem, which reduces the study of a 
conceivably infinite dimensional algebra to considerations f related finite 
dimensional gebras. The Density Theorem is not available for Jordan algebras; 
however we show here that the model-theoretic notion of an internally finite 
dimensional gebra can be used to similar effect, thereby obtaining a somewhat 
weakened version of Kaplansky’s Theorem for Jordan P. I. algebras. 
PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS 
We refer the reader to Luxemburg [4] or Robinson [S] for a discussion of the 
model-theoretic notions referred toin this paper. 
We shall deal throughout with the notion of a unital quadratic Jordan algebra 
as defined by McCrimmon in [5]. See also Jacobson [2] for a discussion of these 
algebras. Let Q, be any commutative associative ring of scalars, and let X and Y 
be unital @-modules. 
DEFINITION. A mapping 9~ from X to Y which is homogeneous of degree 2, 
91,(m) = c+((x) for all (Y E@ and x E X, and such that 9,(x, y) = ~(x + r) - 
v(x) - v(y) is bilinear iscalled a quadratic mapping. 
* The author would like to express his appreciation o Professor Kevin McCrirnmon 
and Professor Gordon Keller for their valuable advice in the preparation of this paper. 
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Let Q be any unital commutative associative @-algebra. Then the natural 
extension of vto a mapping 
~Q:x~=Q@px~Y~=Q@o,Y 
defined by
for wi E Q and xi E X is also aquadratic mapping. 
Let U be a quadratic representation on X, that is, U is a quadratic mapping 
from X to Hom(X, X), where we will denote U(x) by U, and U(x, y) by U,,, .
We then define the operator V,,, by V,,, .
We define a (unital quadratic) Jordan algebra toconsist ofa triple J = 
(X, U, 1) where X is a unital @-module, U is a quadratic representation on X, 
and 1 is an element of X such that he following indentities holdunder all 
extensions f @: 
U, = Id the identity operator, (QJl) 
U UbsY = UJJYU, 9 (QJ2) 
UJY,, = va!JJ, - (QJ3) 
If / = (X, u, 1) is a Jordan @-algebra and Q is a commutative associative 
@algebra then we may construct the extension algebra Jo = (Xc, U, , 1) 
where U, is the natural extension of U to X, . A homomorphism v: J-+ J’ is a 
linear mapping such that ~(1) = 1’ and p(U,y) = U&v(y). Note that 
y: J --+ J’ gives rise to the extension homomorphism F~: JQ + Jk . A subaZgebra 
is a subspace K containing 1 and closed under the cubic omposition: U& C K. 
An inner ideal isa subspace K such that UK] C K, an outer ideal isa subspace K 
such that U,K C K, an ideal is a subspace which is both an inner and an outer 
ideal. Itis clear that he kernel of a homomorphism isan ideal, and it can be 
shown that he converse also holds [2]. Hence for any ideal K we obtain the 
quotient algebra J/K. The Jordan algebra J is simple ifit has no ideals other than 
(0) and J. The centroid f J consists of all @-endomorphisms T of J such that 
TU, = U,T and U,, = T2U, for all xE J. In characteristic 2 an algebra which 
is simple over its centroid need not remain simple under extensions; thus we 
shall use the term strictZy simple torefer tocentral simple algebras which remain 
simple under scalar extensions. An element x E J is said to be properly quasi- 
invutible if for every E J the operator I - V,,, + UJJ, is surjective on J. 
The radical N(J) of J can then be defined tobe the set of properly quasi- 
invertible el ments inJ (see [6]). N(J) is an ideal, and N(J/N(J)) = (0). A
Jordan algebra J is said to be semi-simple if N( J) = (0). 
An important class of Jordan algebras is provided bythe so-called special 
Jordan algebras. LetA be a unital ssociative @-algebra. Forx, y E A define 
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U,y = xyx. Then it is readily seen that (A, U, 1) and all scalar extensions 
satisfy (QJl)-(Q J3). We will denote this Jordan algebra by A+. Any Jordan 
algebra which is isomorphic toa Jordan subalgebra ofA+ for some associative 
algebra A is said to be special. A Jordan algebra which is not special isexceptional. 
If (A,j) is an associative algebra with involution, then the set of symmetric 
elements H(A,j) is closed under the cubic omposition U,y. Hence H(A,j) is a 
special Jordan algebra. A subspace K C H(A, j) is ample if 1 E K and R contains 
x&Y for all elements x E A. 
Another important example is the Jordan algebra obtained from a quadratic 
form. Let X be a vector space over a field @ and let Q be a quadratic mapping 
from X to @, such that Q(c) = 1. We define the trace T(x) = Q(x, c) for any 
element x in X. Then x* = T(x)c - x is seen to be an involution. We define 
U,y = Q(x, y*)~ - Q(x)y*. Then / = (X, U, c) can be shown to form a 
Jordan algebra [3], called the Jordan algebra of the quadratic form Q with base- 
point c, and denoted by Y(Q, c). Furthermore J is special, being embedded in the 
Cl$ford algebra of Q with respect to the basepoint c [3]. This is defined as the 
tensor algebra X @ (X @ X) @ (X @ X OX) @ ... of X modulo the ideal 
generated by all elements of the form c @ x - x and x @ x - 7(x)x + Q(.z)c. 
POLYNOMIAL IDENTITIES 
Let X be an arbitrary non-empty set. Then a ft-ee Jordan algebra FJ[X] over @ 
generated by X is defined to be a Jordan algebra containing X such that any 
mapping from X into a Jordan algebra J over @ has a unique extension to a 
Jordan homomorphism from FJ[X] into J. The free special Jordan algebra 
FS J[X] over Q, generated byX may also be defined as the subalgebra of(FA[X])+ 
generated by X where FA[X] is the free associative algebra over @ 
generated by X. For a, ,..., a, EJ we may uniquely define a homomorphism 
y:FJ[x, ,..., x,1- Jby sending xi tt ai for all i. As usual for any f E F J[xl ,. , xn] 
we denote the image off under p by f (a, ..., a ). An element aE J is algebraic 
iff(a) = 0 for somef EFJ[x]; J is al e g b raic if every element in J is algebraic. 
By universal properties we have a canonical Jordan homomorphism 
4: FJ[X] -+FSJ[X], and for / X / 3 3 Ker(#) # (0). Any f E Ker(#) will be 
called an s-identity. In our definition of a P.I. algebra we shall exclude the 
s-identities, since these impose speciality rather than finiteness re trictions: a y 
special Jordan algebra or any homomorphic image of any special one whatsoever 
satisfies an s-identity. In addition, itis usually desirable torequire that the 
identity b manic: The canonical homomorphism 3: FJ[X] + FS J[Xq induces 
a mapping 4: FJ[Xj -+ FA[X]. A polynomial f E FJ[X] is said to be manic if 
&f) is manic in the usual sense, that is, if some term of highest degree in 4(f) 
has coefficient 1. Since an identity which is manic cannot be an s-identity, the 
definition then is as follows: 
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A Jordan algebra ] over @ is said to satisfy a polynomial dentity f for some n 
there is a monicfEF](x, ,..., x,]such thatf(a, ,..., a,) = 0 for all a, ,..., a, EJ. 
We shall refer toJ as a P.I. Jordan algebra. 
SOME STRUCTURE THEORY 
We proceed now to collect those parts of the Jordan theory whose non- 
standard versions we shall need. Proposition I depends upon work of Amitsur [I], 
while Proposition II may be proved by a straightforward modification of the 
techniques sed to prove the analogous result for alternative alg bras [7]. For 
a discussion of these two results the reader isreferred to [lo]. Propositions 111 
and IV are proved in [2]. 
PROPOSITION I. Let (A, j) be an associative alg bra with involution over CD, 
and let Jbe an ample subspace in H(A, j) satisfying a Jordan P. I. over @ of degree d.
Then J has dimension < 2d2 over aJield Y > CD. If J is strictly simple usa Jordan 
algebra, then Jbus dimension <2d2 over its centroid. 
PROPOSITION II. Let J be a special P. I. Jordan algebra over afield CD. If J is 
algebraic ndfinitely generated, then Jis finite dimensional. 
PROPOSITION III. Any finite dimensional semi-simple Jordan algebra over a
field isa finite direct sum of simple ideals. 
PROPOSITION IV. Let J be a simple Jinite dimensional special Jordan algebra. 
Then J is either: 
(i) a field, 
(ii) an outer ideal containing 1 inthe Jordan algebra ofa quadratic form 
Y(Q, c) over some field, OY 
(iii) an ample outer ideal inH(A, j) fOY some j-simple associative alg bra with 
involution. 
MAIN RESULT 
Contrary tothe associative cas , a simple P. I. Jordan algebra need not be 
finite dimensional. For X an infinite dimensional vector space over the field @,
Q a non-vanishing quadratic form on X, the Jordan algebra ofthe quadratic 
form Y(Q, c) is an infinite dimensional Jordan division algebra, and it can be 
shown [l I] that 9(Q, ) c sa is t fi es a P. I. over its centroid. Hence the most one 
could hope for would be the following: if J is a simple Jordan algebra s tisfying 
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a P. I., then it is either finite dimensional over its centroid orit is isomorphic 
to some Y(Q, c). We fall short of that goal, but can prove the following weakened 
version: 
THEOREM. Let / be a strictly simple unital special Jordan algebra. Then the 
following twoconditions are quivalent: 
I. J is algebraic and satisjies a P. I. over its centroid. 
II. J is either finite dimensional over its centroid, or is embedded insome 
Y(Q, c)/rfor some$eld extension r fcentroid (J). 
Proof. Suppose J satisfies II. Then J is obviously algebraic over its centroid: 
any finite dimensional algebra is lgebraic ndsatisfies a P. I., and 9(Q, c)/r alge- 
braic over implies Jalgebraic over its centroid @ since r &, J s I’J C X(Q, c) 
by simplicity under extension. J inherits a standard P. I. from 9(Q, c) by [ 111. 
Conversely, suppose J satisfies I. We view J as an algebra over its centroid @, 
and apply model-theoretic m hods. Let M be a full structure whose individuals 
include all elements ofJ, and let *M be an enlargement of M. Note that *J 
inherits theproperties of being internally algebraic (that is, any element of *J 
satisfies an internal polynomial), internally special (embedded in A+ for some 
internal associative alg bra A), and satisfies an internal polynomial. (But note 
that if J satisfies th  polynomial f of degree d, then *J satisfies th  polynomial 
*f = f of degree *d = d. We shall make use of this fact hat he polynomial 
satisfied by *J is not merely of internally finite d gree, but it actually of finite 
degree.) According tothe properties of enlargements, J can be embedded in 
some internally finite s t S C *J, hence is embedded in the subalgebra J of 
*J generated by S over the enlargement *@ of @. Since J is internally finitely 
generated and inherits algebraicness, speciality, and P.I. from *J, we can apply 
the “nonstandard version” ofProposition I1 to conclude that J is internally 
finite dimensional over *@. Consider the mapping p: J -+ J/Iv(J), where 
N(3) is the radical ofJ. By the “nonstandard version” ofProposition III, 
J/N(J) is an internally finite direct sum of internally simple *@-algebras. Let 
ii denote the projection of J/N(J) on o t one of these summands 3. Since 3 is 
unital this 3 is nonzero, so i3 0 9: J + 3/N(J) -+ $$ sends 1 -+ 1 # 0. 
J n Ker(+ ov) is an (external) ideal inJ, hence is (0) or J by simplicity. But we 
saw 1 $ Ker(+ op)), so Jn Ker(+ 0p’) = {O}. Th us the (external) restriction 
73 o v 1 J is an embedding of J (as a @-algebra) into the internally simple 
*@-algebra 5. We may then apply the “nonstandard version” ofProposition IV 
to see that 3 is *@-embedded (and hence @-embedded) ineither (i) afield, (ii) 
the Jordan algebra ofa quadratic form over afield I’> *@ 2 @, or (iii) H(A, j) 
for some internally finite dimensional internally j-simple associative *@-algebra 
with involution (A,j). In cases (i) and (iii) we must show that Jis finite dimen- 
sional over its centroid. This is trivial n case (i). Incase (iii) we make use of the 
bound on the degree off. 3 as a homomorphic mage of a subalgebra of *J 
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satisfies th  ame polynomial of finite d gree d as does *J. Hence Proposition I 
shows that 3 has dimension < 2d2 over afield Y 1 *CD 2 @. Since the strictly 
simple Jordan algebra J is @-embedded in 3, we see that he external tensor 
product Y & J = YJ C 3 has dimension < 2d2 over Y, and thus J has 
dimension < 2d2 over @. 
Remark. The preceding holds also for exceptional Jordan algebras which 
are locally finite. (Local finiteness of J would guarantee that J is internally finite 
dimensional, as itis generated by an internally finite s t. 3 would necessarily 
be 27-dimensional versome field Y > *@ 1~3.) 
L. H. Rowen has posed the following question [9]: If J is a simple P. I. Jordan 
algebra, algebraic over an algebraically losed field, then is 1 a sum of primitive 
orthogonal idempotents? TheTheorem provides anaffirmative answer for the 
case of special Jordan algebras. Furthermore an affirmative answer for the more 
general case would follow immediately from a generalization of Proposition II 
to exceptional Jordan algebras. 
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